
Bondage for
PAIN



CONSENT

“That was great—can we do more next time?”
“I wish you hadn’t done that. Maybe there won’t be a next time.”

Good consent is the most important kink skill. Unfortunately, most of us have learned bad
consent practices from mainstream culture. As you begin exploring kink, we encourage you to
level up your consent game.

Ask, don’t guess
You know the best way to find out if your partner wants to do something? Ask. Guessing what
your partner wants is a high-risk practice that often ends badly.

Yes means yes
Obviously, no means no: if someone asks you not to do something, don’t do it. But that isn’t
enough: the best way to ensure everyone has a good time is yes means yes. Only do things you
and your partner have explicitly agreed you both want to do.

Leave them wanting more
Not sure whether to add something ambitious to today’s play? Ask yourself how you’d like your
partner to feel about today’s session:

Impaired consent doesn’t count
Consent is only valid if it’s freely given by someone in their right mind: you can’t give valid
consent under pressure, or when you’re drunk. By the same token, you can’t give valid consent
when you’re in subspace.
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SAFETY

Keep yourself and your partner safe with these simple safety rules. And remember: nothing is
sexier than competence.

Rule 1: No solo bondage
When people die during kink, it’s almost always because they were tied up and alone. There is
no safe way to tie someone up and leave them alone and there is no safe way to tie yourself up
when you’re alone.

We know people who died because they thought they had a foolproof plan for doing solo
bondage. Please don’t join them.

Rule 2: Be vigilant about nerve damage
The most common serious bondage injury is nerve damage from rope pressure on the wrist or
upper arm. We know more people than we can readily count who have lost the use of their
hands for periods ranging from minutes to weeks because of bondage accidents.

Make smart decisions about your risk profile and make sure you have the necessary skills for
whatever risks you choose to take.

Rule 3: Don’t fall
It’s easier than you might think to fall and hurt yourself while you’re tied up. If your legs are tied,
you’re likely to trip. If your hands are tied, you can’t catch yourself.

Rule 4: Have a cutting tool
The fastest way out of a bondage emergency is to cut rope. Always have an appropriate cutting
tool within reach.

Rule 5: No suspension (yet)
Suspension bondage involves supporting most or all of your partner’s weight using rope. We
love suspension, but it’s an advanced technique that requires extensive training.

Rule 6: No neck rope (yet)
Rope around the neck is dangerous in ways that aren’t always obvious. When performed by a
skilled rigger with a comprehensive understanding of the relevant anatomy and risks, neck rope
is high risk. When performed by someone without those skills, it is reckless and irresponsible.
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MODULE 1
The Calf Binder

Risks of Pain Play
p. 5
Pain play doesn’t need to be
high risk.

Types of Pain
p. 6
Pain comes in many different
flavors.

Calf Binder
p. 7
Versatile, effective, and a
great accompaniment to all
kinds of other play.

Adding Intensity
p. 8
Want more intense pain?
There are lots of ways to dial
up the sensation.
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RISKS OF PAIN PLAY

Nerve damage

The arms are more vulnerable to nerve damage than the legs, so we avoid putting
painfully tight rope on them.
Avoid the common peroneal nerve, which is vulnerable on the outside of the leg just
below the knee.

Skin abrasion and marks

Rope burn

Joint damage

By its nature, painful bondage requires careful risk management. In addition to the standard
precautions that apply to any kind of bondage, it’s important to understand and manage the
specific risks associated with this type of bondage.

Nerve damage is the most common bondage-related injury and is typically caused by placing
tight rope over a location where a nerve is especially vulnerable. Because bondage for pain often
uses very tight rope, it’s especially important to avoid vulnerable areas:

Painfully tight rope can leave marks on the skin, which may fade within minutes or last for days.
Visible rope marks can be very awkward: think carefully about what parts of your body it’s ok to
leave marks on, especially if you don’t have enough experience with bondage to know how long
marks are likely to last on you.

Rope burn occurs when rope is pulled too fast over skin, especially if the rope is under tension.
As well as being very painful, bad rope burns can leave scars. Synthetic rope is more prone to
causing rope burn than natural fiber rope.

Never tie over a joint or tendon, especially when you’re doing painfully tight bondage.
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TYPES OF PAIN

Muscle pain

Bone pain

Skin pain

Muscle fatigue

Joint pain

Nerve pain

You’ll enjoy pain play more if you understand the different types of pain and know what you and
your partner prefer.

You can experience muscle pain by squeezing your calf muscle until it hurts.

Many people find muscle pain to be the most enjoyable type of pain. We like it because it’s
relatively low risk and because it’s easy to control the intensity of the pain.

You can experience bone pain by grinding your knuckles into your shin bone.

Bone pain is sharp and intense. Many people hate it but some people love it, especially more
intense masochists and people who enjoy suffering for their partners. Intense bone pain can
sometimes leave very long-lasting bruises.

You can experience skin pain by pinching the skin of your forearm.

Skin pain is easy to modulate and relatively low-risk, although it can leave marks. Some people
like skin pain and some people hate it.

In people with more body hair, it can be hard to cause skin pain without pulling out hairs, which
very few people like.

You can experience muscle fatigue by squatting for an extended period of time.

Muscle fatigue takes time to develop and can be tricky to modulate. With practice, it can be a fun
basis for a scene or a good addition to other types of pain play.

Joint pain occurs when a joint is put under pressure or held in an uncomfortable position for too
long. We don’t recommend intentionally causing joint pain.

Nerve pain occurs when a nerve is hit or put under pressure. Nerve pain is dangerous and
should be avoided.
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CALF BINDER

STEP

1

Tie the calf binder with the toes pointed down, since
the calf muscle is smallest in that position.

STEP

2

Tie a snug column tie at least one inch above the ankle
bone.

A column tie with a usable bight will make the final
knot easier (we like the Somerville Bowline).

STEP

3

Wrap up the calf in a spiral pattern.

Tighter wraps make the tie more painful.

STEP

4

Double back and wrap down the calf.

Avoid the knee joint and the common peroneal nerve,
which is vulnerable just below the knee on the outside
of the leg.

OPTION

5a

If your column tie doesn’t have a usable bight, go
through the column tie and secure the calf binder with
a half hitch.

OPTION

5b

If you have a usable bight, go through the bight and
finish with a half hitch.
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ADDING INTENSITY

Positional changes

If two body parts are tied together, pulling them apart will increase tension on both of
them (we use this technique with the waist to thigh position).
The calf muscle is smallest when the foot is pointed and largest when it’s flexed. Tying a
calf binder with the foot pointed and then flexing the foot will make it more painful.
Putting your partner’s weight on a tie will escalate the sensation—try having your
partner kneel while in a calf binder. You can also use your own body weight to put
pressure on a tie.

Rigger punch

Squeeze the bulges

Cross the rope

Use more painful rope

Twist the rope

Looking to dial up the intensity of your pain play? Here are some of our favorite options.

We like the calf binder for experimenting with intensity, but most of these techniques will work
with any kind of painful bondage.

You can change your partner’s position to increase the tension on the rope:

We normally apply rope to the body in a slow and deliberate fashion, but you can increase
intensity by adding rope with sharp, forceful motions. This technique works especially well when
targeted at specific body parts: the result will be very different if you use the rigger punch over
the calf compared to the shin bone.

You can cause additional pain by squeezing or punching the places where the flesh bulges out
between the rope.

Crossing the rope over itself will increase the intensity, especially if you target a sensitive
location like the shin bone.

Smaller rope is more painful: consider using 4mm instead of 6mm. Some people also enjoy
more abrasive ropes like coconut or palm fiber rope.

You can temporarily tighten the rope by sliding a metal chopstick or carabiner under it and
twisting to achieve the desired level of intensity.
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MODULE 2
Using Pain Effectively

Hojo Cuff
p. 11
The easiest way to attach a
rope under tension to a
person.

Captured Overhand Cuff
p. 12
A more secure way to attach
rope under tension to a
person.

Waist to Thigh
p. 13
A great position for
connective pain play.

Toe Crusher
p. 15
So little rope, so much fun.

Processing Pain
p. 17
Good pain processing skills
make pain play more fun.
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HOJO CUFF

STEP

1

Tie your favorite column tie around your left leg and
run the rope over to your right leg.

STEP

2

Make two wraps around your right leg, moving up the
leg toward your body.

STEP

3

Cross over both wraps, going over the standing part
right where it meets the leg.

STEP

4

Go underneath the wraps.

At this point, the hojo cuff is technically complete.

OPTION

5

If you like, you can add a half hitch around the
standing part.

CAUTION
The hojo cuff is fast and convenient but is
intrisically unstable and prone to capsizing
and tightening. Keeping the running end
under tension will reduce but not eliminate
the instability.
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CAPTURED OVERHAND CUFF

STEP

1

Tie your favorite column tie around your left leg and
run the rope over to your right leg.

STEP

2

Tie an overhand knot right where the rope meets your
right leg.

STEP

3

Wrap the rope clockwise around your right leg and
through the standing part, going over the overhand
knot.

STEP

4

Make another wrap around your leg.

You don’t need to go over the knot this time.

STEP

5

Right after the standing part, cross over all the wraps
and then go back underneath them.

STEP

6

Make a half hitch around the standing part.
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WAIST TO THIGH
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HOW TO TIE IT

This deceptively simple position is great for connective pain play.

STEP

1

Tie a tight lark’s head around the waist.

The rope should be below the floating ribs and above
the hip bone.

STEP

2

Bring the thigh up toward the chest and tie a hojo cuff
around it.

STEP

3

Stabilize the hojo cuff by adding a half hitch around
the connecting line.

OPTION

2

To avoid cinching on the thigh, you can use a captured
overhand cuff on the thigh instead of a hojo cuff.
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TOE CRUSHER

STEP

1

Make a lark’s head around the big toe with the rope
exiting toward the inside of the foot.

STEP

2

Double back toward the outside of the foot, making a
reverse tension.

STEP

3

Go down between the second and third toes and back
under the foot to the inside of the foot.

STEP

4

Go over the foot, down between the third and fourth
toes, and back under the foot.

STEP

5

Keep going in a spiral until you have wrapped around
all the toes.
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VARIANT: SECURED TO CALF

STEP

1

Begin with a column tie below the knee.

Avoid the knee joint and the common peroneal nerve,
which is vulnerable just below the knee on the outside
of the leg.

STEP

2

Go down between the big toe and the second toe,
then under the big toe toward the inside of the foot.

STEP

3

Go around the big toe, over the connecting rope, and
down between the second and third toes.

STEP

4

Working in a spiral, wrap each toe in turn, making sure
to go over the connecting rope each time.

STEP

5

After the final wrap, go under the foot and finish with
a half hitch around the connecting rope.
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PROCESSING PAIN

Breathing

Vocalizing

Shift the location or type of pain

Distraction

Reduce stimulus

Don’t tense

Good pain processing skills can increase your enjoyment of painful bondage and let you engage
in more intense scenes. Everyone experiences pain differently, so you’ll need to experiment to
find the techniques that work best for you.

If you’ve ever seen someone using Lamaze breathing during childbirth, you’ve seen how
effective breathing techniques can be. The most common pattern is to take deep, slow breaths,
although some people have good luck with shallow, rapid breaths. No matter what breathing
pattern you use, don’t hold your breath or hyperventilate.

Making noise can make it easier to endure pain, as well as being a lot of fun. Yelling, swearing,
and moaning can all work well, although we know people who like to squeak when they’re in
pain.

If you feel like you’re reaching your limit but want to keep the scene going, changing the type or
location of the pain may increase your stamina.

Some people find it very helpful to distract themselves from the pain. Wriggling, snapping your
fingers, and tensing and releasing your muscles can all be helpful. Sexual arousal is an especially
effective form of distraction, although it’s common for pain tolerance to drop abruptly after an
orgasm.

Reducing sensory overload can increase your ability to manage intense pain. Try closing your
eyes or focusing your attention on parts of your body that feel good.

Tensing your body is a natural response to pain but is usually counter-productive. Consciously
tensing a different part of your body may make it easier for you to relax the part that’s in pain.
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MODULE 3
Building a Scene

Ebi
p. 19
A classic tie that’s great for
endurance play.
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EBI
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HOW TO TIE IT

STEP

1

With your partner sitting cross-legged, tie their ankles
together with a column tie.

You may need to experiment with positioning to keep
the ankles from grinding against each other.

STEP

2

Tie a column tie around the chest just below the
armpits. The knot should be a few inches to the left of
the spine.

STEP

3

Pass the remaining rope from from the chest tie over
the left shoulder. Bring it through the column tie
around the ankles.

STEP

4

Pull carefully but firmly on the rope, pulling your
partner’s chest down toward their ankles.

Experiment to find a position that is appropriately
challenging.

STEP

5

Go over the right shoulder and tie off to the right side
of the chest tie. Experiment to find the best spacing
for the shoulder lines.

STEP

6

Tie the hands together behind the back. Consider
using a bar tie here for comfort.
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GEAR

Hardware store rope

Hemp rope

Synthetic rope

You don’t need to spend a lot of money to get started with bondage. Fancy rope is expensive,
but $30 can buy a basic rope kit and a pair of safety shears.

Rope
For basic bondage, don’t worry about how strong your rope is. Choose rope that feels good
against your skin, is supple, and holds knots well. Most people find that 1/4" thick rope (6mm) is
the most comfortable and easy to work with.

You’ll want a few short ropes (10' - 15') and a few long ones (20' - 30').

Fancy bondage rope comes in many colors. Have fun, but remember that dark rope is hard to
find and work with in the dark.

The cheapest place to buy bondage rope is a hardware store. You can get a 100' bundle of 1/4"
nylon rope for less than $20 and cut it yourself (duct tape the spot where you’re going to cut to
keep the rope from unraveling.)

Some hardware store rope feels great and some is awful: try to handle the rope before buying it.

Our favorite rope is hemp rope. It’s expensive ($1 a foot or more) but it feels great, smells
wonderful, and holds knots securely. You can buy raw hemp rope, but pre-conditioned bondage
hemp feels better against skin.

There are many good sources of hemp rope, but our favorite is Twisted Monk.

There are many kinds of synthetic rope available, some of which work better for bondage than
others. Rope that’s sold for bondage is typically more expensive but higher quality.

We particularly like Dye Addict Rope, but there are many good vendors.

Safety shears
You should have safety shears on hand any time you do bondage. You want EMT shears (also
called bandage shears), which are designed to cut through thick material without cutting skin.

We like Clauss Titanium Bonded Bent Snips (about $10).
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WHAT NEXT?

If you’d like to do more bondage, check out our guide to next steps at
fullcirclekink.com/next.

ropeinseattle.com is a great guide to Seattle-area rope classes and events.

This class is free on our website: check how to tie something from your
phone, or share the class with a friend.

Core Bondage Series
This class is part of our core bondage series:

BONDAGE FOR BEGINNERS
Interested in bondage, but not sure where to start? Our introductory
class will teach you basic kink principles and techniques as well as a set of
versatile skills that will let you get up to all kinds of mischief.

BONDAGE FOR SEX
Combining sex with bondage is one of our favorite things. This class will
teach you bondage that immobilizes your partner while leaving them
exposed and accessible.

BONDAGE FOR IMMOBILIZATION
As well as being a great addition to other kinds of play, bondage is a lot of
fun in its own right. This class focuses on techniques for strict,
immobilizing bondage.

BONDAGE FOR PAIN
Rope doesn’t have to be comfortable! This class covers safe and versatile
techniques that can deliver anything from mild discomfort to intense
pain, as well as predicament and stress positions.
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